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Our Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  1967  

VIN:  67COBRAYELLOW  

Make:  Ford  

Model/Trim:  Shelby Cobra Replica  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Convertible  

Exterior:  Yellow  

Engine:  351 Windsor  

Interior:  Black  

Transmission:  5 Speed Tremec TKO  

Mileage:  42,000  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive

Emerson Motorsports Touring Cobra. BMW dakar yellow with black
vinyl interior. Approx. 400hp 351 Windsor engine with Tremec TKO 5
speed transmission. The Emerson Cobra's are known for their larger
dimensions and lowered floor and footwell that allow taller drivers to
more comfortably enjoy them.

This car also has some creature comforts not found in most replicas like
a tilt wheel, fully functional heater and wipers. To help hold the heat in
on the early morning cruises, this car has a custom built convertible top
and side curtains with steel bows that breakdown and will easily fit in
the trunk. There is also a tonneau cover as well. Another great feature
is the trunk that is a bit larger than most and is completely open to the
cockpit. There are 5 point racing harnesses to help hold you in.

11" 4 wheel disc brakes help with the stopping. Great looking 15"
vintage style Torq-thrust rims with BF Goodrich tires. Rack and pinion
steering. 4" sidepipes. Runs and drives excellent. Sounds incredible.
Clean title and currently registered. The current owner has had the car
approx. 17 years and has had many long road trips and is only selling
because he is not using it as much as he used to.
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